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LDLC group CEO Olivier De La Clergerie poses with lights sabers in LDLC
headquarters in Limonest.-AFP photos

Visitors view artwork during a press preview ahead of the opening of the 58th International Venice Biennale art exhibition in Venice. — AFP photos

It has for decades been the dream of the
young and the young-at-heart-to be like
Luke Skywalker from Star Wars and van-

quish foes with a lightsaber. And now, in France
at least, the dream can come true and the force
be with you after the French Fencing Federation
registered lightsaber as an official sport.
Fencing already has three very different
weapons-foil, epee and saber-which are disci-
plines up to Olympic level. 

But now the lightsaber offers a fourth, which
the national fencing authorities hope will win
new converts to the sport.  “When the world of
fiction transforms into sport, it can only be posi-
tive,” said Olivier Hanicotte, head of the
lightsaber project at French Fencing Federation
(FFE). He said the idea first came from the
United States in 2013-2014 before becoming
popular in French fencing halls.

“Then the federation took over to secure and
regulate it, because at one point, there were a
lot of security concerns, with people not neces-
sarily wearing masks or protection,” he said.

The FFE has even created its own lightsaber
academy to structure training, organize compe-
titions and ensure safety.

Hanicotte said the idea was not to find a nov-
el way to attract people to traditional fencing
but to develop a specific sport. The strategy
seems to have paid off-in just two years, the
number of participants counted by the FFE has
quadrupled, with some 1,200 people now train-
ing in 92 clubs.

In Star Wars garb 
On a Friday evening, the lightsaber session at

a fencing hall in Lyon is so popular that instruc-
tor Mathieu Dhennin, 32, has had to turn people
away. “The people in my classes range from
children of 10 to adults aged 40 to 50 who have
been fans of Star Wars from the very first film,”
he said. Some dress up in costume with a few in
the full garb of Darth Vader. “I’ve come dressed
up a few times but it’s not compulsory. You can
come in a tracksuit. It’s easier but it’s less
immersive,” said participant Gauthier Alfonsi.

In order to formalize the new sport, the FFE

has created four different disciplines: Combat
light sabre where fighters move rapidly in a cir-
cular arena. Choreographed combat where
fighters are judged by a panel. “Kata” where
fighters search for the perfect move like in tai-
chi. Team combat which explicitly uses the
mythology of the films and is particularly popu-
lar with children. “The moves we use with
lightsabers are very close to those used in fenc-
ing but there are also moves which are bor-
rowed from other combat sports,” said Dhennin,
who founded the Lyon lightsaber academy.

Despite some similarities with fencing, the
aim was quite di f ferent , Hanicotte said.
“There are a certain number of moves that
obviously resemble sport fencing, but we’ve
organized them in a convention that allows
for us to get nearer to the universe imagined
by fans,” he said.—AFP

En garde! France embraces the lightsaber - as sport

Razors in the roses: 
Venice art Biennale 
gets political
In the era of “fake news” and social media echo

chambers, Venice’s Biennale art fair is challenging
preconceived biases by suggesting other ways of

contextualizing modern society’s biggest issues. “What
elevates art into something special is the fact that it
resists closed mentalities,” the international exposi-
tion’s artistic director, American Ralph Rugoff, said
ahead of Saturday’s opening.

The theme of the world’s most prestigious art gath-
ering is “May You Live in Interesting Times”, an (apoc-
ryphal) ancient Chinese curse that Rugoff says uncan-
nily captures the world today, as the news cycle spins
from crisis to crisis.

“At a moment when the digital dissemination of fake
news and ‘alternative facts’ is corroding political dis-
course and trust... it is worth pausing whenever possi-
ble to reassess our terms of reference,” he said in his
introduction to the 58th Biennale. For the 2019 edition,
which runs until November 24, Rugoff, director of the
Hayward Gallery in London, has invited 79 artists to
Italy’s City of Canals, including for the first time three
non-binary artists.

Reversing the world
It’s a contemporary exhibition: all the works have

been made since 2010, and nearly half the artists are
aged under 40. New national pavilions this year include
those of Ghana, Madagascar and Pakistan. The artists,
more of whom hail from Asia and the Americas than in
previous editions, were commissioned to produce
works for the Giardini-gardens created by Napoleon in
the 19th century-and the Venetian Arsenal complex of
former shipyards.

Poland’s Roman Stanczak brings to Venice his “Flight”,
an airplane that the Warsaw-based artist has turned
inside out, intended as a metaphorical call for a “reversal
of the world”. “Dear”, by China’s Sun Yuan and Peng Yu,
is a mock-up of the Lincoln Memorial’s marble throne
being thrashed by a rubber hose inside a glass case-a
violent and futile exercise evoking the modern-day

attraction to psychotic, phallic power.
The pair, renowned for their provocative creations, are

also showing “Can’t Help Myself”, a caged robotic arm
which futilely attempts to sweep up a blood-like fluid.
Rugoff said that art “cannot stem the rise of nationalist
movements and authoritarian governments in different
parts of the world... nor can it alleviate the tragic fate of
displaced peoples across the globe.” “But in an indirect
fashion, perhaps art can be a kind of guide for how to live
and think in ‘interesting times’”.

Rust and roses   
The fate of some of those forced to flee their homes

and attempt the perilous Mediterranean crossing to
Europe is powerfully recalled in Swiss-Icelandic artist
Christoph Buechel’s “Barca Nostra” (“Our Ship”).
Buechel’s centerpiece is a rusting fishing vessel that sank
in April 2015, killing more than 800 migrants trapped in
its hull. Laure Prouvost, representing France, offers
“Deep See Blue Surrounding You”, which features an
eccentric roadtrip film, and serves as a commentary on
forced migration, human connectivity and the pollution of
the world’s seas.

US artist Martin Puryear, widely regarded as one of
the nation’s most distinguished sculptors, presents
“Liberty”, a series of works which evoke a battle
between darkness and light in a commentary about histo-
ry and race. And feminist Austrian avant-garde artist
Renate Bertlmann brings “Discordo Ergo Sum” (“I dis-
sent, therefore I am”), a grid of 312 hand-blown glass
roses, out of which protrude razor-sharp blades, in a ref-
erence to society’s power structures.—AFP

Victoria’s Secret says 
TV no longer ‘right 
fit’ for lingerie show

The annual Victoria’s Secret fashion show,
known for its jewel-encrusted bras and
supermodels sporting huge angel wings, is

bidding farewell to network television. Parent
company L Brands Inc said on Friday it was re-
thinking the TV special, saying the Victoria’s
Secret brand “must evolve and change to grow”
as it aims to turn its business around. “For the
past few months, we’ve said that we are taking a
fresh look at every aspect of our business,” the
company said in a memo sent to employees by
Chief Executive Les Wexner. Screenshots of the
memo were posted online. The memo was first
reported by CNBC.

“We have decided to re-think the traditional
Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show. Going forward we
don’t believe network television is the right fit,”
Wexner said. The company did not immediately
respond to requests from Reuters for comment.
The decision follows growing criticism of the tel-
evision broadcast - which features models such
as Gigi Hadid, Kendall Jenner, Alessandra
Ambrosio and Lily Aldridge walking the runway
in skimpy underwear - as sexist and out of touch.

Victoria’s Secret, once the go-to retailer for all
things lingerie, has been losing customers as more
women shift to cheaper bralettes and sports bras
from companies such as American Eagle
Outfitter’s (AEO.N) Aerie. Pop singer Rihanna’s
lingerie line, Savage X Fenty, has also taken mar-
ket share away from the struggling retailer.

Edward Razek, L Brands chief marketing offi-
cer, prompted a furor last year when he said there
was no room for plus-size or transgender models
“because the show is a fantasy.” Television audi-
ences for the show have slumped in the last few
years. The December 2018 show, aired on Walt
Disney Co’s ABC network, was watched by 3.3
million Americans, compared with 12 million in
2001 when it was first broadcast on television.
ABC Television declined comment on Friday.

Wexner said in the memo that the Columbus,
Ohio-based company will focus on creating
content and “a new kind of event” that reaches
customers “on platforms that she’s glued to.” He
did not give details. Investors have urged L
Brands to separate its Victoria’s Secret and
Bath & Body Works businesses. Activist
investor Barington Capital in March advised the
company to retain advisers and explore either a
spinoff  of  the underperforming Victoria’s
Secret brand or take the much financial ly
stronger Bath & Body Works public. Shares of
L Brands were trading flat at $23.90 in after-
hours trading on Friday. —Reuters


